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1. One-prong tau decay branching fractions

A recent publication by theBABAR collaboration reports on precise measurements of the 1-
prong tau decay branching fractions [1], using 467 fb−1 of e+e− annihilation data at theϒ (4S)

peak, produced at PEP-II (SLAC).
At the B-factories, precision tau branching fractions measurements are limited by systematic

uncertainties that are at present significantly higher thanthe ones that were obtained at the LEP
experiments[2]. Some of the largest systematic uncertainties, such as the luminosity related ones,
are common to different channels, and cancel out when measuring ratios of branching fractions. To
best exploit systematics cancellations, theBABAR collaboration has measured in a single analysis
four 1-prong tau branching fractions:B(τ− → e−νeντ), B(τ− → µ−νµντ ), B(τ− → π−ντ) and
B(τ− → K−ντ).

At theϒ (4S) center-of-mass (CM) energy, when reconstructing tracks inthe CM frame, both
tau leptons are boosted and their decay products are well separated in two opposite hemispheres,
which can be conveniently defined using the reconstructed event thrust axis. For all channels,
signal candidates are selected by requiring an event topology consisting in one prong in the signal
side against three prongs in the tag side. Tight particle identification is used in order to suppress
cross-feed background between the measured modes, achieving clean selections. Backgrounds,
cross-feeds, and the performance of particle identifications requirements are carefully estimated
using a variety of Monte Carlo and data control samples.

The resulting measurements determine ratios of branching fractions where the limiting sys-
tematics are determined by uncertainties on the particle identification signal efficiencies and back-
ground suppressions, and on uncertainties on background contaminations from channels other than
the ones that were simultaneously analysed. Systematics from luminosity, from thee+e− → τ+τ−

cross-section and from the branching fraction and efficiency of modes on the remaining tau lepton
into a 3-prong final state all cancel at first order. Furthermore, using the electron branching fraction
world average [3] as normalization, theBABAR analysis determines precise muon, pion and kaon
branching fractions, which are comparable to the 2008 worldaverages [3] forB(τ− → µ−νµντ)

andB(τ− → π−ντ) and about four times more precise forB(τ− → K−ντ). The measured ra-
tios of branching fractions areB(τ− → µ−νµντ)/B(τ− → e−νeντ) = 0.9796±0.0016±0.0036,
B(τ− → π−ντ)/B(τ− → e−νeντ) = 0.5945± 0.0014± 0.0061, B(τ− → K−ντ) / B(τ− →

e−νeντ) = 0.03882±0.00032±0.00057. The paper also quotes the full covariance matrix.

2. Improvements on Lepton Universality Tests

The above mentionedBABAR publication [1] uses the precise ratios of branching fractions
to test lepton universality for the weak charged current couplings. A test ofµ − e universality is
obtained from the ratioB(τ−→ µ−νµντ )/B(τ− → e−νeντ), (gµ/ge)

2 = 1.0036±0.0020, which
in combination with the world average [3] yields(gµ/ge)

2
τ = 1.0018±0.0014, which is consistent

with the Standard Model (SM) prediction and with the same universality test that is obtained from
pion decays,(gµ/ge)

2
π = 1.0021±0.0015 [3, 4]. Using the precise ratiosB(τ → hντ )/B(τ− →

µ−νµντ) with h= π,K and other well known quantities such as the tau, pion and kaonmasses and
lifetimes [3], muon-tau universality tests are determinedusing respectively the pion channel, the
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kaon channel, and both of them in combination:(gτ/gµ )2
π = 0.986±0.006, (gτ/gµ )2

K = 0.983±
0.009,(gτ/gµ )2

h = 0.985±0.005. The last value is 2.8σ below the SM expectation and within 2σ
of the world average [3].

3. Measurement of B(τ− → K0
Sπ−π0ντ)

TheBABAR collaboration has produced a preliminary measurement ofB(τ−→K0
S π−π0ντ) [5].

Candidate events are required to have, in the CM system, one hemisphere containing one single
prong identified as an electron or muon, and the opposite hemisphere containing aπ−, a π+ π−

pair compatible with aK0
S decay, and a reconstructedπ0 from two detected photons. This channel

is affected by large backgrounds from the processes where the signal tau decays intoK0
S π−ντ and

K0
S π−K0

L ντ , however it is possible to select candidates with relative high purity by requiring that the
π0 energy in the CM system is larger than 1.2GeV. In so doing, one selects events in a restricted
region of the phase space, therefore it is crucial to have an accurate simulation of the data in order
to precisely estimate the efficiency of the selection. ThereforeBABAR has studied the invariant mass
distributions of all couples of the final state particles (K0

S , π−, π0) in the pure selected sample of
candidates and has tuned the Monte Carlo generator to the data. The measured branching fraction
is B(τ− → K̄0π−π0ντ ) = 0.342±0.006(stat)±0.015(syst).

4. Determination of |Vus|

Several experimental measurements can be combined to determine the modulus of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element|Vus|, as summarized by Table 1. The most precise determina-
tions come from precise kaon measurements and are presentlylimited by QCD theory systematic
uncertainties.

The above mentionedBABAR publication [1] reports two|Vus| determinations directly obtained
from the measured branching fractions, one using the ratio of kaon to pion branching fractions,
i.e. the “tauK/π” method in Table 1 (|Vus| = 0.2255± 0.0024, using the|Vud| measurement in
Ref. [11]), and a second one using the “τ → Kν exclusive” method,|Vus| = 0.2193±0.0032.

The ratio|Vus|/|Vud| can be determined from the ratio of the decay widths of the tauto strange
and non-strange hadronic final states, up to aSU(3)flavor breaking correction determined by thes
quark mass and QCD [9]. Using the ratiosRτ ,s = Γ(τ → strange hadronic final states/Γ(τ → eνν)

andRτ ,V+A = Γ(τ → non-strange hadronic final states/Γ(τ → eνν), the following relation holds,
according to the “τ → Xsν inclusive” method in Table 1:

|Vus|
2 = Rτ ,s/

(

Rτ ,V+A

|Vud|2
−δRτ ,SU3 breaking

)

To determineRτ ,s and Rτ ,V+A, we use all tau branching fraction measurements reported in
Ref [3], including the 2009 partial update for the 2010 edition (PDG2009) and all the available more
recent measurements from the B-factories Belle andBABAR, including preliminary ones, as detailed
in the HFAG 2010 update [12]. We average all measurements, taking into account correlations for
the B-factories measurements, in a single global unconstrained fit, with a minimumχ2 fit. Since
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method illustrative formula ∆th Ref.

Kℓ3 Γ(Kℓ3) = [|Vus| f+(0)]2×〈well known constants〉 0.58% [6]

Kℓ2 (K/π)
Γ(Kℓ2)

Γ(πℓ2)
=

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vus

Vud

∣

∣

∣

∣

2 f 2
K

f 2
π
×〈well known constants〉 0.50% [7]

tauK/π
Γ(τ → Kν)

Γ(τ → πν)
=

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vus

Vud

∣

∣

∣

∣

2 f 2
K

f 2
π
×〈well known constants〉 0.50% [7]

τ → Kν exclusive B(τ− → K−ντ) =
G2

F f 2
K |Vus|

2m3
τ ττ

16πh̄

(

1−
m2

K

m2
τ

)2

SEW 1.27% [8]

τ → Xsν inclusive
Rτ ,s

|Vus|2
=

Rτ ,V+A

|Vud|2
−δRτ ,SU3 breaking 0.23%-0.47% [9, 10]

unitarity |Vus|
2 = 1−|Vud|

2−|Vub|
2

Table 1: Combinations of experimental measurements to compute|Vus|: ∆th identifies the theo-
retical uncertainties due to QCD as determined by the reference(s) on the right. Rτ,s = Γ(τ →

strange hadronic final states)/Γ(τ → eνν), Rτ,V+A = Γ(τ → non-strange hadronic final states)/Γ(τ →

eνν).

there is a large discrepancy between the measurements ofτ → K−K+K−ν by BABAR [13] and
Belle [14], a PDG-style error scale factor (5.44) has been used.

We define the branching fraction of the tau to a strange hadronic final state as described in
Table 2 (which is slightly different from the not-yet-finalized HFAG-tau definition [12]).

In the literature, e.g. Refs. [9, 10],Rτ ,s is obtained by summing all strange decay modes,
while Rτ ,V+A is obtained by difference using unitarity for sum of the tau branching fractions, i.e.
Rτ ,V+A = Rτ ,h−Rτ ,s with Rτ ,h = (1−Be−Bµ)/Be, whereBe,Bµ are the leptonic tau branching frac-
tions computed assuming SM lepton universality and using also the tau lifetime world average [15].
This method implicitly assigns all possibly not-yet-measured or neglected hadronic tau branching
fractions toRτ ,V+A. To prevent that, we rather determineRτ ,V+A by summing up all non-strange
modes. We obtain|Vus| = 0.2166± 0.0023, which is 3.57σ away from|Vus| = 0.2255± 0.0010
obtained from CKM unitarity using Ref. [11]. We still use theimprovedBe assuming SM lep-
ton universality to computeRτ ,V+A and Rτ ,s. Figure 1 reports comparison with other|Vus| de-
terminations. When using the literature definition forRτ ,V+A, there are no significant changes:
|Vus| = 0.2163± 0.0023, 3.66σ away from unitarity. By inflating measurement errors in the
global fit with a procedure similar to the one used by PDG for error scale factors, we obtain
|Vus| = 0.2166±0.0025, corresponding to a slightly reduced discrepancy of 3.29σ .

5. Test of CPT conservation from tau mass measurements

TheBABAR collaboration has recently published a tau mass measurement [16] obtained by fit-
ting the end-point of the reconstructed minimum tau mass forτ → 3πν candidates. The measure-
ment is robust against background contamination, is statistically precise but is ultimately systemat-
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hadronic system inτ → Xsν fitted branching fraction

K− 0.696±0.010
K−π0 0.431±0.015
K̄0π− 0.827±0.018
K−π0π0 0.060±0.022
K̄0π−π0 0.348±0.015
K̄0π−π0π0 0.023±0.023
K−π−π+ 0.293±0.007
K−π−π+π0 0.077±0.012
K−π0π0π0 0.040±0.022
K̄0h−h+h− 0.023±0.020
K−η 0.016±0.001
K−π0η 0.0048±0.0012
K̄0π−η 0.0094±0.0015
K−K+K− 0.0023±0.0008 (S= 5.44)

K−K0K̄0 from K−K+K− · φ→K0K̄0

φ→K+K− 0.0016±0.0006 (S= 5.44)

τ → Xsν 2.854±0.052

Table 2: List of modes used to computeB(τ → Xsν). Since theτ− → K−K+K−ντ mode appears to be
saturated by theτ− → K−φντ mode, we use theτ− → K−K+K−ν measurement to estimate theτ− →

K−K0K0ν mode using theφ branching fractions toK+K− andK0K0. An error scale factorS= 5.44 has
been used to inflate the errors of the inconsistentBABAR and Belle measurements forτ → K−K+K−ν.
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6  decays, FlaviaNetl3K
 0.0013±0.2254 

 decays, FlaviaNetl2K
 0.0013±0.2252 

CKM unitarity
 0.0010±0.2255 

, PRL acc.νπ→τ / ν K→τBaBar 
 0.0024±0.2255 

 abs., PRL acc.ν K→τBaBar 
 0.0032±0.2193 

 s inclusive, this paper→τ
 0.0023±0.2166 

Figure 1: Determinations of|Vus|. The FlaviaNet numbers come from Ref. [7], the sources of theother data
are mentioned in the text.

ically limited by the calibration of the reconstructed momentum scale, remaining less competitive
with respect to measurements at theτ+τ− production threshold that use resonant beam depolariza-
tion to measure the beam energy. However, unlike threshold experiments,BABAR can measure the
mass of positive and negative tau leptons separately, providing a competitive test ofCPT conser-
vation. The tau mass is measured to bemτ = 1776.68±0.12(stat)±0.41(syst)MeV and the mass
difference is(mτ+−mτ−)/maverage= −3.4± 1.3(stat.)± 0.3(syst.) ·10−4. There is no evidence
of CPT violation as in the similar published measurement by Belle [17].
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